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Uncertainty Remains for Boaters after CRT 
Licence Review Findings Published 
In March, CRT published the long awaited conclusions of its licence review. CRT promised that 
the review aimed to make the licensing system simpler and fairer. They also said that it would be 
'revenue-neutral' meaning any increase for one set of boaters would be offset by an equal 
decrease for another. The NBTA has been against the review from the start, seeing it as 
unnecessary, a waste of money and a way for CRT to divide boaters.

Worryingly, CRT is not done. They want to find a way 
to reflect the "significant benefit" from boats without 
home moorings staying in and around London. We 
asked CRT for more details but were told they had no 
further information and they "now have to do some 
thinking about what this means and what needs to be 
done". It is concerning that CRT does not know the 
meaning of its own review. They also seem to have 
forgotten that their own draft London Mooring 
Strategy identified a lack of facilities in and around 
London. Apparently they see overflowing bins and 
elsans as a benefit! NBTA London will, of course, be 
following this closely. 

Nationally, NBTA is currently polling our members 
about what action to take over the licence review. Join 
us and join in! Find out more here: 

http://www.bargee-traveller.org.uk/ 

https://www.facebook.com/National-Bargee-
Travellers-Association-344120208964161/ 

NBTA London Caseworkers  
If you have any problems or concerns, please contact our caseworkers to see if we can help:  

07974 298958 or nbta.london.caseworker@gmail.com. 

As expected, CRT are picking on widebeams with an 
increase in fees of 10-20%. They have also halved the 
discount for early payment, as well as making it only 
available for people who pay online and by direct 
debit. It is hard to understand how raising fees for 
boaters without bank accounts (so unable to pay by 
direct debit) or without the internet, can be seen as 
increas ing ' fa i rness ' . I t sounds more l ike 
discrimination.  

This review has been a cash grab. Where are the 
decreases to make this revenue-neutral? Nowhere to 
be seen. CRT backed down from pressure to try and 
charge more for boats without home moorings, but 
have calculated that they can get away with this by 
picking on the wider members of our community. But 
with these boats unable to cruise all the waterways 
and often unable to moor due to the lack of dredging 
and poor waterway maintenance, it feels decidedly 
unfair to increase these fees, and certainly doesn't 
make the system any simpler. The review has failed 
on its own terms.
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The River Lea Oil Spill 
Boater Graham Ryder Reports 

It was Sunday 18th of February when I literally ran 
into the Oil spill on the River Lea. 

That evening some boaters met in a pub and the oil 
spill was the hot topic of discussion. The main points 
being that nothing was being done, the navigation 
was still open spreading it about, and the only way I 
found out about it was by actually cruising into it! It 
was agreed that we had to try and force CRT into 
action ourselves. Two girls I’d met at the water point 
had drafted a letter for people to click and send to 
CRT. I also found out the EA need a certain number of 
complaints or they are unable to act even if a disaster 
is likely. This ridiculous policy could be skirted with 
lots of phone calls so on Monday we started our 
actions.  

This was achieved by 
emails, phone calls and 
some shaming on social 
media, which is CRT’s 
Achilles’ heel. They are 
so worried about their 
public image that this 
actually brought about 
some activity from head 
office. I spoke to Gareth 
‘ m o o r i n g r a n g e r ’ 
informing him the boater 
c o m m u n i t y h a d 
organised a clean-up party, and on Wednesday we 
would be heading to the source. CRT now had to act 
or be upstaged by the boating community. 

You could almost feel the panic as a post hurriedly 
appeared on London boaters from Gareth’s profile, 
but possibly not his own words, stating that a ‘CRT 
led incentive’ to start the clean-up had been launched 
and any friends of CRT or boaters should meet at Old 
Ford lock, 10am on Wednesday. 

This infuriated me as CRT were trying to turn this into 
a PR exercise rather than a clean-up exercise which 
was the priority as far as I was concerned, but 
anyway. 

When Wednesday morning came it became quite 
evident that CRT didn’t have a clue how to deal with 
an oil spill. I’m not having a go at all CRT employees 
and some got stuck right in, getting their shiny new 

high-viz jackets dirty and everything. Full kudos to 
those who did, you know who you are.  

There seemed to be a lot of interest in which 
biscuits there were and getting some tea rather than 
any urgency, but to be fair, none of the boaters had 
much idea of what to do with an oil spill as this is 
the first most had seen up close. 

To begin, we boomed off a large patch that had 
blown into Old Ford lock to hold it where EA could 
pump it out. CRT do not own any small craft to do 
this so a boater’s tender was commandeered and 
booms tied in place. 

We then tackled the masses that had accumulated 
around moored boats, a long and filthy process. We 
placed soak up pads either side to stop it spreading, 
then removed them, but in the end it came down to 
a sieve. This was the most hazardous as you need to 

be near the water, 
and slipping about 
on oily rails was too 
much for one CRT 
friend, who promptly 
fell in and had to go 
back to the hut for 
m o r e t e a a n d 
biscuits. 

The whole par ty 
worked hard to clear 
t h e w o r s t u p t o 
Crate. 

There are a lot of lessons to be learned from a 
disaster like this, the main being that CRT and EA 
act quickly and co-ordinately to minimise damage. 
They must have a strategy in place and should be 
held accountable for the mess they created dealing 
with this one.  

The biggest failing was not closing the navigation. 
Through indecision, or just plain stupidity, CRT 
managed to spread an oil spill upstream of a lock! 
Tottenham Hale lock can be shut at the press of a 
button and CRT’s lack of prompt action is entirely 
responsible for the wildlife kills and damage to 
boats upstream of Tottenham. 

I did not realise that this level of stupidity even 
existed! Emails should have been sent to all and 
signs put in place to inform everyone. They manage 
to put signs up for everything else! 

mailto:nbtalondon@gmail.com
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Support Our Work 
We are the London branch of the National Bargee Travellers Association (NBTA). The NBTA is an 
organisation open to all but is run by people who live on their boats without a home mooring. 

The NBTA London campaign for the rights of boat dwellers and fundraise to cover basic costs such as 
awareness raising, printing newsletters and leaflets, meetings/events and importantly, helping other boaters. 

Please help us to continue our work by donating as little or as large as you able/want to, to our appeal. 
https://www.youcaring.com/nbtalondon-856546  

Thank you.

Pumping out the oil from where it had been 
contained was an EA responsibility. There has been 
delay on delay and when confronted about the 
worsening weather, the EA didn’t realise there was a 
blizzard coming so their machinery was stranded at 
another depot. An ‘environment' agency that does not 
know the weather?!? 

My argument is not with ordinary people working 
with in the EA as they have had all their funding cut. I 
am not even upset with most that work at CRT, as 
they just try to do their jobs the best they can. My 
anger is aimed a little higher. At the policy makers 
and big wigs who are for ever giving themselves pay 
rises for what I see as a continuous portfolio of 
failings and disappointments. 

There has been a freedom of information request put 
out by NBTA to find out what CRT policy is 
concerning an oil spill. If this has been ignored, then 
there could be a case for gross misconduct or 
negligence in the work place and NBTA will be 
pursuing this. 

A huge thank you to everyone involved with the clear 
up. The Lea Boater Collective have an open letter and 
petition calling for effective environmental protection 
of our waterways which can be signed here:  https://
www.change.org/p/river-lea-oil-disaster-we-demand-
effective-environmental-protection-for-our-waterways  

The Winter Warmer 
Our Winter Warmer brought together all manner of 
boaters from the raggedy to the sharp suited. All 
were greeted with a warm cup of mulled cider and 
a roaring fire. As bellies filled up on chilli bombs, 
everyone settled in to hear Cassi Perry speak about 
the diverse group of boaters who upheld their 
rights to live, moor and navigate the Oxford canals. 

Cassi highlighted that they used different ways to 
campaign, including creating art, writing to the 
press and speaking at public meetings. She 
encouraged using different approaches and that 
boaters should make the most of the variety of 
skills they have. As a result, the Oxford community 
were able to stop the PSPO (Public Space 
Protection Order) and shape the way that the 
waterways are used today. 

“I really enjoyed being part of the night. There was 
a welcoming, communal atmosphere which made 
this event all the more worthwhile.” said Rosh of 
the boat Thistle. 

The NBTA Londoners are setting up for the 
Winter Warmer at the London Action Resource 
Centre. The burner’s on and mulled wine is at the 
ready. 

Thanks to everyone who contributed to the running 
of the event and for the £195 raised which helped 
to fund the evening and contributes to the future of 
the NBTA London. We will endeavour to continue 
our efforts to champion the needs of itinerant boat 
dwellers.

https://www.youcaring.com/nbtalondon-856546
https://www.change.org/p/river-lea-oil-disaster-we-demand-effective-environmental-protection-for-our-waterways
https://www.youcaring.com/nbtalondon-856546
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BOATERS FORM TOWPATH 
PATROL 
Reclaim the Towpath/Human Chain 
Event last year has spurred boaters 
into action to form Canal Watch 
London, which organises boat 
patrols to deter and report any 
behaviour that instills fear to 
towpath users, or threatens boat 
dwellers’ safety on the London 
inland waterways. 

A steering committee comprising 
boaters with and without home 
moorings, one of whom is also a 
resident at Victoria Park, has been 
taking advice from Scotland Yard, 
the Marine Police, local Safer 
Neighbourhood (Police) Teams, and 
the Community Safety Patrol 
(Shomrim) whose own protocol for 
patrolling the neighbourhood in 
Stamford Hill and Clapton has 
formed the basis of Canal Watch 
London. Canal Watch have now 
also brought CRT and Canal Watch 
West Midlands to the table.

To find out more about how you can 
be involved in making the towpath 
and our floating homes safer email 
canalwatchlondon@gmail.com, 
and/or visit CanalSafe and/or Canal 
Watch London on Facebook for  
safer London community towpaths.

Next NBTA London Meeting 
We hold a monthly meeting to discuss ongoing and new actions. The next one will be held on  
Monday 14th May at 7pm in the Studio Room, Star of Kings, 126 York Way, London, N1 0AX.   

Find us on Facebook and Twitter @nbtalondon to get the latest from NBTA(L). 

London Mayor Does a U-Turn 
The London Mayor, Sadiq Khan, is no longer saying he wants 
to clamp down on emissions from boat engines and solid 
stoves. 

Last year, Khan released a press statement which sought to seek new 
powers to control emissions from boats, which could have had a 
devastating impact for the people who live on the waterways. 

So NBTA members met with the Greater London Authority (GLA) to 
make sure that they were thinking about the impact such plans would 
have on the boating community. The GLA were clear that there were 
no longer plans to ban diesel engines on boats or solid fuel burners. 
We support the overall aim to clean up London’s air. Boaters already 
play a positive part in this as we produce a fraction of the pollution 
than that of the average person on land. Many boats also use 
renewable power and we have suggested that the GLA should make 
funds available to help more boaters do this. 

Restrictions on engines or burning of solid fuels would have a huge 
impact on our community. Heat, electricity and moving our boats are 
essential to life as a continuous cruiser. We will be continuing to talk 
with the Mayor’s office to make sure they stick to their position.

SHOW YOUR SUPPORT WITH A WINDOW STICKER! 

CONTACT US FOR MORE DETAILS.

N  B  T  A 
BOATS ARE HOMES 

NATIONAL BARGEE TRAVELLERS ASSOCIATION

Moor on Broxbourne 
And so we did. If you combine the Public Right of Navigation 
enshrined in Common Law, that grants itinerant boaters on the 
River Lea the legal right to navigate and moor without payment to 
any piece of land, along with Lea Valley Recreational Parks own 
bylaws which require them to “refrain from interfering in 
established mooring practice”, it renders the signage they placed up 
redundant. 

So what got this all started? Well, it seems that the LVRP Authority 
had been pestered all to frequently by a very vocal and rather 
unpleasant resident, one who has notoriously invaded the privacy of 
boaters; harassing them, and even filming them as they go about 
their legal and legitimate business! 

Please do be aware of this individual with an apparent grudge if 
boating in or around the area; conducting ourselves in a safe, 
respectful, manner. Finally, a big thank you to the pub and all the 
other locals and residents who do appreciate the boater community, 
and who are also actively opposing the new signage.
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